
ABSTRACT

The subject flow was created by the discharge of jet fluid, from

a circular orifice (diameter D), into a cross—flow. The former is

characterized by its average velocity, the latter by the free stream

velocity, U, extant above the thin boundary layer (o<<D). The flow
3 behavior in the interaction region between these t~ streams was examined

using: i) lampblack and kerosene surface streaking patterns and ii)

localized, small diameter (dc<<D), dye streaks.

The topological constraint on the singular points of the surface

stress field: that the number of saddle points must exceed the number of

nodal points by 1, was of considerable value in the intenretation of

the surface streaking patterns, A’priori considerations suggest that

‘small” and “large R values can be respectively characterized by the

forward or aft position of the “net” saddle; an R value of 0.5 was

found as the transition R value between these sharply differentiated

flow conditions. The flow patterns for the large R range involve up to

19 singular points for the interaction region surface as well as complex

behavior above the surface:

The discrete dye streaks have been used to determine the flow

patterns above the surface. Two or more sets of orthogonal view (x—z and

x—y) photographs were acquired for six (or more) dye source locations and

14 velocity ratio (F? = vs/u) values, 0.4 c R ~ 3. The information

gleaned from these (~ ISO) photographs has been used to synthesize flow

models which describe the salient features of the various parts of the

interaction region, Vorticity considerations: the solenoidal constraint

and ‘amplification_by_stretching”, proved quite useful in the development

of these flow models.



Zusamrnenfassung:

Es wurden Str&nungssichtbarniachungsversuche an runden Strahien durchgeführt,
die aus eTher ebenen Wand in eine fluerstr~nung austraten. Dan Verhwltnis von
Strahl— zu Quersträiungsgeschwindigkeit wurde im Cereich von 0.1 bin 3.17
variiert. Die experiiaeoteflen Deobachtungen wurden nit Hilfe theoretincher
Dborlequnqen interpretiert, wobei die Topoloqiebedinquno für die Wandstreich
linien eine wichtige Rolle spielte, die besant, da3 die Zahl der Sattelpunkte
an ems grëBer sein mu~ am die Zahi der Knotenpunkte.

Schlagworte: Strahi in Querstr~unq, Str~ungssichtbannachung, Wandstreich—

linien, Strahlanlenkung

Jet in Cross Flow, Flow Visualisation, Wall Streak Pattern,
Dending over of Jet
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Itb The phrase: “a jet in a cross flow nay be used to describe numrous
Ft flow fields of technological interest. The present study was concerned

with the geometric configuration shown in Figure 1, i.e. that of a cir—

cular hole in the plate which bounds the “semi—infinite” approach stream.
The study was restricted to the region near the jet exit and it involved

jet—to—free stream velocity ratios (R v~/u0) which were sufficiently
small (R 3) that the presence of the bounding plate exerted an impor

tant influence on the flow field (Keffer [l96~]).
A rather considerable body of literature exists for the general

subject of jets in a cross flow; one distinguishing feature of the collected

set of papers is that a considerable variation exists in the set of
parameters that are used to define the problem under investigation. The

present study will be represented by a relatively simple set of parameters
whose sufficiency is supported by elementary theoretical considerations. The
following introductory analysis is to support the conclusion that the

more elaborate parameter sets result from an inclusion of dependent
variables, rather than independent parameters, of a properly defined
problem.

The dashed line of Figure 1 represents the z = 0 plane of the three—
dieensional boundary value problem under consideration, the upper and
lateral boundaries are sufficiently displaced from the hole (y-.— and
z++.’) that the region of influence of the jet on the cross stream is
contained within the indicated domain. The desired infonnation, the
flow patterns which result from the interaction of these two approach

flows, would be provided by the solution of the continuity and noinentum

equations for the isothermal, uniform density conditions of interest. An
analytical solution cannot be expected; however, this formulation of the

problem allows the conclusion that the normalized velocity (71%) and
pressure (pfpU~) fields will be uniquely defined in terms of the para

meters from the governing equations and the boundary conditions. See,
e.g., Potter and Foss [1975] (chapter 4) and note that U0 is the velocity
of the free stream. Since the only parameter provided by the equations
of motion is the Reynolds number [U~O/v] the problem will be defined
once the additional information: “the specification of the approach -

flows’: is established.



The boundaries at x —L0 and at y = are chosen such that the
• respective approach flows are not disturbed by the interaction of the

ti4o streams. From the viewpoint of an experimentalist, it Is useful to
note:that the conditions at x = —1~ and y =L~ can be manipulated by

th~ respective upstream alterations to the flow field geometry. In this
• sense, the conditions of these two planes can be said to represent

boundary conditions for a properly posed jet—in—a—cross—flow problem.

For the present study, the flow at x = _L0 is a laminar, zero
pressure gradient, boundary layer with a characteristic Reynolds number
0000fv. Since the and v are represented in the 1J0D/v parameter, it

is onl9 required to specify u0/D at x/D = —L0/D. Similarly, since the
laminar flow is axisyn-nmetric at y = —L~. the flow state is specified

when the r,/o ratio is used to represent the profile shape and V5/U0 is

used to represent the magnitude of the approach flow velocity; V,~ is
defined as:

= vdA (1)

For the present study, ~ and o~/D << 1; the approach boundary layers
are both sufficiently small that a further reduction would not significant
ly alter the observed flow characteristics. To swmiarize; the parameters
which are sufficient to specify the boundary value problem are:

D.C.:

Parameter from Governing Equations:
0

Since the sheared regions of the approach flows are relatively thin, and

since the Reynolds number is large (> 5,000) it is reasonable to con—

si’Jer the velocity ratio {R) to be “the” governing parameter. This a~
priori expectation is supported by the observations.

The extended discussion of the problem formulation, given above,

has a two—fold motivation. It is offered as being sufficient, albeit
perhaps not necessary, to support the contention that: “only the velocity
ratio need be specified to adequately define the state of the flow field”
for specified conditions at w/ll = —L0/D and yb —L~/D. It is considered

to be necessary to support a second contention; namely: “the inclusion
of momentum flux information in the problem definition is equivalent to

including part of the solution in the specification of the problem.” The
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stimulus for this second contention Is provided by the authors who utilize

the ratio [V~iu]2 or 5 (in addition to R) to “specify the problem”.
The presence of curved streamlines in the cross stream, and in the

neighborhood of will —0.5 and y=0, will result in an over—pressure

on the upstream side of the approach tube. The concomitant distortion
of the jet exit velocity profile, at y0, ensures the condition that
B~>l.The magnitude of the exit velocity profile distortion can be

expected to be a function of R; it is in this sense that is a function
of the solution. Note also that cannot be established a’priori since
it is a complicated function of the velocity ratio and the flow states

at will —10/D, yb = Several of the previous investigations have
used a sufficiently long pipe to ensure a fully developed flow in the
pipe prior to the exit plane. This provides an excellent procedure to

specify the conditions at y/D = —L~/0; it should not be confused with speci
fying the state of the flow at y=0.

The specific objectives of the present study were to identify the

salient features of the interaction region flow patterns and to construct
plausible flow models which incorporate the observations into a compre
hensive description. The present study is set in the context of numerous
previous investigations. The contributions of these are both explicit,
from those with similar objectives, and implicit, from those which

S report ouservations that are “made rational” in the context of the present

flow models. A review of the pertinent literature is presented in the
next section. The theoretical structure, giving the topological/kinematic

constraints of surface singular points, presented by Hunt, et. al. [1978]
has been of considerable importance in building the flow models. A brief
review of the relevant matters from this reference and other pertinent
theoretical material will be presented in the following section. 4 sunmiary

description of the experimental equipment and techniques will be given

in the subsequent section and the observations of “small’ and “large” R
values as well as an interpretation of previously reported phenomena
will L’e presented in the final sections of the paper.

‘p. — ,nomentum flux correction factor = —~——~ j v2dA where the integral
is~evaluated at y 0. Vj ~D

I

Ii

I
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REVIEW CF THE LITERP,TIJRE
General Considerations

The flow field, described by the phrase: “a jet In a cross flow’
is the principal factor in several areas of technQlogical importance.
A correspondingly large body of literature exists regarding this flow

field. Vertical—take—off..and.ianding (VIOL) and jet engine combustor

cooling applications have stimulated numerous studies of the large R

condition. The use of small holes to provide cooling air on the turbine
blades of a jet engine has focused interest on small R values as well
as non—perpendicular injection angles. The study of intermediate R

values, those of primary interest for the present investigation, derive
from transition_to_forward_flight for the VIOL application and from the

discharge of heated or sewage effluents into rivers. The discharge from
a smoke—stack into the atmosphere often involves R values in the inter

mediate range albeit the interaction region, which is of interest in the
present study, is strongly effected by the presence/absence of the physical

surface at the plane of the jet orifice. Moussa, et. al. [1977] provide
quite detailed velocity and vorticity measurements in the interaction
region for a “stack geometry”; they also provide a rather comprehensive

bibliography including several references which will not be considered in
the present review.

The general phenomena assocaited with relatively large R values, as
motivated by the VIOL application have been well presented by Keffer [1969].
Komotani and Greber [1972) provide a similarly useful discussion of the large
Il condition as motivated by the combustor cooling application. Observed

flow field characteristics for small R values, as well as instructive

temperature field measurements, are presented by Ramsey and Goldstein
[l~71). Oergeles [1976] and Bergeles, Gossman, and Launder [lg78] provide

measures of ‘film cooling effectives”, I.e., the ability of a low R

value cross stream to provide cooling air at the surface of the turbine
blade as well as several other measures of the flow field characteristics,
e.g., surface pressure and flow field velocity distributions. Their in

vestigations include both numerical and experimental observations.
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Specific Consi derations

The specific focii of the present study: the interaction region, the
perpendicular jet discharge from a plane surface, and the O.1~R~3 range
of velocity ratios, will be used to focus the present review of the

literature. Specifically, this subsection will identify those observations
and results which were irnpertant in the definition of the present study
or in the general interpretation of the results. One consequence of this

focusing is the omission of two dominant themes from the literature:
a description of the centerline trajectory of the jet and the important

role played by the bound vortex pair. The contributions from the extant

literature can be subdivided into four major categories:
I) Surface static pressure distributions (note that these

distributions are, by definition, in the interaction region),

ii) visualization observations,
iii) empirical deta including point wise velocity and temperature

measurements, Strouhal numbers which arc representative of
vortex shedding from the jet column, film cooling effective

ness, etc.,
iv) Analytical modeling efforts which contribute to the present

objectives of identifying the interaction region phenomena.

Pressure Oistributions -

Fern and Weston [1975) provide well documented static pressure
distributions for the upper portion of the R range of interest; their

study covers the R values: 2.2 R -c 10. In terms of the: ‘specification
of the boundary value problem”, as presented in the introduction of this

report, their cross stream is characterized by a thin turbulent boundary

layer, od(xj) 0.070, where 6d is this displacement thickness and x~ is
• the x location of the jet and the jet—tube flow is also characterized by

a thin turbulent boundary layer: 6d = (2.8 ~ .5) x lO~O at y’O in the

absence of a cross flow. Significantly, these authors show that Inde—
• pendent measures.., expansion from the measured plenum pressure to the

• free stream static pressure vs. expansion to an averane pressure defined
by four taps at the jet exit ring.., of the jet to free stream velocity
ratio provide substantially different values of R.. .up to 14 percent...
and this variation does not include any contribution of the (expected)
non—uniform velocity profile at the jet exit plane. The Fern and Weston

observations are considered to lend credence to the present proposal
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that the mass flux be used to define the R value. Fern and Weston also
provide a graphical comparison between their observations and those of Soullier~
[1972], Thompson [1971], Bradbury and Wood [1965], Ousterhout [ 1972), Mosher
(1970] and logier [1963). As could be expected, the differences are most ~k
Pronounced in the low pressure area behind the opening but, in general,
the agreement of the C, distributions between studies is rather good.

These studies do show a systematic variation aft of the jet which can be
linked to the approach boubdary layer thickness. This interpretation of
the data is presented in the discussion of the results section. The

study by Yogler is ol interest since his results reveal a distinct effect
of compressibility on the C~ distributions; his experiments were executed

in such a manner that identical R values were obtained with values
of 61, Th3, 306 mps (Fl 0.18, 0.45, 0.90 respectively). However, for

sufficiently low Mach number conditions, the Reynolds number variation
res,r?sented by U = 37 and U = 92 mps, at R = 1.67, did not provide a

significant variation in the c~ distributjoij~. It should be noted that Fern
and Weston, Bradbury and Wood, and Vogler e≤tablished their R values as

hence, the use of this ratio provides a consistent
definition within the constraint of the effects suggested by the

oft) ratio of the approach boundary layers.

i3ergeles [1976) presents pressure distributions for R 0.1, 0,24
and 1.0. He utilizes an unusual normalization for Cp; viz., (C~)8 =

(~—~,,)Io.s~uv~. Hence, Cp)B may be expressed in terms of and R as

C~fR. Bergeles showed that the C~)8 distributions, so defined
for R=O.1 and R=0.24, are nearly identical; systematic deviations between
the ccmm,on distribution for small fl values and the one for R~I were also

observed. A striking feature of the c~=c~(R) contours is the behavior
in which, for C~>0. the contours occupy an increasing portion of the

surface for increasing R values if R ≤ I and a decreasing portion of
the surface for increasing R values if R 1. An interpretation of this

observation will be given in the results section. The general features
of the cp distributions is as expected; the positive values forward
of the jet ore not as large in value nor are they as extensively dis
tributed as the negative C~ values aft of the orifice. Hence a net
noqative force is experienced which is balanced by a net momentum flux;

a detailed analysis of these effects is presented in the next section.
The surface domain of the non—zero C~ values provides a convenient (and

an approxiniato) way to mark the spatial region referred to as the

‘interaction region’.
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Flow Visualization Observations
Seweral of the previous investinations have included flow visualization

observations: a smoke marked jet, surface streaking, and/or the use of
tufts. Kamotani and Greber [1971] show photographs of a smoke filled jet
for an R value of 4. Thd’y present two views of the jet which are of
interest here; a slit of light reveals the jet cross section at

streamwise distances of 2 and 5 diameters and a flood lit view shows the

full jet as a side view. The side view reveals that the jet fluid at
the trailing edge follows o vertical path for y/O ≤ 1.5 whereas the forward

edqo of the jet is “continuously curved” from y’O. This feature is well
predicted by Fraser [1954] as noted below. A hint of the mechanistic

reason for this is given by the shroud of smoke marked fluid which is
shed from the jet column (beginning at approximately y/0 = 1.5) and

trails behind the jet with the general upward motion of the main body
of jet fluid. The cross-section views also show this shroud; they further
show that the region imMediately aft of the jet contains unmarked, i.e.

ambient, fluid. This photographic indication of the fluid trajectories
in the interaction region is compatible with the more detailed observations
of the present study as will be noted below. Ramsey and Goldstein [1971]
show general, flood lit views of a jet with R values of 0.9 and 1.0. They
use l0~ and 0.125 sec exposure times to show the irregular, puff—like
structures which exist in the instantaneous observations vs. the smooth
boundaries of the time averaged observations. The perspective of the photo
graph makes it difficult to distinguish between vertical displacement and
transverse spreading of the marked fluid. These authors also discuss their

tuft observations for R=l and 2. They are able to trace the flow patterns
which sweep the approach fluid from the forward region, around the body of

the jet and vertically up the aft side of the jet; they specifically note
the reverse flow which exists in the aft region prior to the bending of the
main jet fluid. Their discussion focuses on an R value of 2 with the obser
vation that R=l shows similar behaviour. The present results suqoest that

this co,,mient may be misleading as regards the detailed differences between
the two velocity ratio values. This reservation notwithstanding. Ramsey and
Goldstein were able to extract significant information from their tuft ob—
servations.
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Surface streaking observations and presented by Bradburv and wood
[1964] for R’2,4 and 8 and by flergeles [1976] for R=O.1 and 0.24. The

latter, in particular, attest to the difficulty of utilizing the lamp—
black and kerosene technique for this flow field of relatively low, and

strongly non—unifor,n,shear stress. The general features of the
surface streak patterns revealed by these prior studies are generally

compatible with the present results; detailed observations are presented
in the results section.

Velocity and Temperature Measurements

The extant velocity and temperature field measurements provide an
important complement to the present study, nlbeit such measurements are
of limited scope as could be expected given the complexity of the flow field

and the difficulties of executing accurate velocity measurements, Bergeles

[1976] derives velocity values from single hot—wire measurements,

Ramsey and Goldstein [1971] and Kamotani and Greber [1971] used constant

temperature, hot—film and hot—wire anemomet~rs (respectively) to determine
the velocity magnitude. Direction sensing was provided by a pair of

stagnation probes with inclined openings for the latter study, Binion
[1971] and McLaughlin [1972] provide relevant laser doppler velocimeter

CLOY) measurements,
The difficulties inherent in executing accurate measurements

in the interaction region must be considered in the evaluation of these

measurements. Specifically, the measurements in the region of strong
mean streamline curvature will suffer from the inability to align the

probes along the streamline itself and the Øresence of the support may
create a local pressure gradient and a consequent perturbation of the
flow field at the measurement point. This problem is inherent in all the

~nvaswe measurement techniques, Further complications arise at the aft
region of the jet where large fluctuations
in the velocity field make it quite difficult to relate the stochastic
value of the probe output to the stochastic flow field properties of

~nterest, Ihe most suspect measurements are those of the time mean static
pressure since the large turbulence fluctuations end the mean streamline
curvature will cause the pressure inside the static tut’e to beer an uncertain
relationship to the static pressure at tbe m-eesuri~ station in the absence
of the probe.
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The Kamotani and Greber study provides a very considerable data base,
• including temperature and velocity field measurements, as well as extensive
• comments and processed results. Only the immediately relevant portion

of their work will be noted here; specifically, they show isotherm and

isotach contours in a plane normal to the jet axis at 7 diameters along

the locus of maximum velocity points and an additional set of isotherm

contours at 3 diameters alonq the axis. The center points of these natural
coordinate planes are x/O=3.2, z/O=5 and x/D=O.7,z/d=3 respectively and tne
velocity ratio is R=4 (data for R~6 and 8 are also available). These data

are reproduced in the present report as Figure 2. It is considered to be
significant that the temperature gradient and the velocity gradient are

equivalently steep at the forward side of the jet whereas the temperature
gredient is considerably smaller and the velocity gradient is relatively
unchanged at the aft side. If the temperature serves as a passive con
taminant, this observed difference in the gradients indicates that the high

temperature fluid is carried around the jet by the shearing action of the

cross stream. It can be expected that similar measurements for Rz3 (the ma—
xim’m R of interest herein) would show a different jet structure as compared
with the results for R’4; however, the behavior at the forward and side re
gions, for R=4, is expected to be qualitatively similar to that which would

be observed for R=3. Although the “smoke—stack” geometry of the Moussa, et
al., 1977, study renders the detailed observations of problematic significance

to the present study, it should be noted that a very considerable data base
exists for the mean velocity, and the computed mean velocity vorticity values,
in the neighborhood of the jet exit for that geometry. Using an experimental

technique similar to that of Kamotani and Greber (inclined stagnation tubes

to determine the mean flow direction, CT., H.W.A. , to determine the mean ve
locity) and for an R value of 3.48, the Mousse, et al. data reveal strono ora—
dients of the mean velocity and vorticity at the forward and side regions of
the .iet. -

The temperature field measurements of Ramsey and Goldstein are quite
instructive; they present isotherm contours at x/D~l.37, 3.06 and 4.98 for
R’O.l, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0. The reader is referred to the original paper for
a perusal of these data; a discussion of them will be deferred until the
present observations are considered in the results section.

A relatively limited set of velocity field measurements using the L,O.V.
technique is available, as could be expected, these measurements are must

~:fr
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valuable in the regon aft of the hole. The McLaughlin [1972) study was
Primarily to show the effectiveness of using the by technique in a flow
field with strong three.dimehsionality and velocity gradients; colisequently
the Velocity field provided is quite limited, For an R value of 4, y/d-l and
for an x traverse at z=0, his data show the jet fluid to be sl iqhtlu displaced
downstrean, of the ‘ole witn an aduit,on~,l body of fluid, which is apparently
not from the jet exit, moving upward immediately aft of the jet. The

maine observations were made by Binion [1971); for R=4, he states:

“The almost vertical vectors in the wake region of the plane of syanetry,
Figs. 6a and 7a, were unexpected. Repeated checks, however, attest to

the validity of the measurements” The graphical representation of the

Biniop data also show that the velocity vectors in the aft region display
an upstream component which is suggestive of the bound vortex structure

indicated in the Kamotani and Greber velocity and temperature distri
butions, These Lay measurements will be quite useful in the discussion
of the flow phenomena for large 8 values. -

Phenomena Associated with the Jet in a Cross Flow

One aspect of the jet in a cross flow at low 8 values is the existence
of a lion—uniform velocity profile at y=O, Bergeles [1976) provides an

indication of this phenomena with his measurements of velocity at the
exit plane, (The possible disturbance of the flow caused by the probe
stem, should be considered in the interoretation of these measurements.
however, the qualitative character of the results will not be altered by
suchan effect.) The study by Jordinson [1955] also provides an in
dication of the effect of a non-unifoma velocity
profile at y~O. Jordinson reports values of RN (nominal R) given by the

jet stagnation pressure and the free stream static pressure (i.e., the method
employed by Fern and Weston, etc. as noted above) of 4, 6, ii and the cor

rected values (R), from a direct measure of the volume flow rate, of

= 4.3, 6.2 and 8.1. Note that the percentage differences are 7.5,
3.3., and 1.3 percent respectively and that, from the standpoint of the

present study, R=4 is a large 8 value. That is, the physical effects
which cause a blockage of the exit flow, and hence an increase of the

Note added in proof: More recently, Andreopoulos [1980] has conducted
detailed studies of the: flow field at the jet-exit plane and the
approach flow in the tube, for the velocity ratios: 2, 1, and 0.5.
the extent of the flow distortion is seon to he a strong function of
the depth Into the jet—tube and the ‘magnitude of the velocity ratio;
large distortions occur for small values of these pa~ameters.

stagnation pressure in the plenum, are expected to become more pronounced
as 8 decreases.

The ambient fluid, passino the jet column, exhibits the phenomena of

vortex shedding . Such data are presented by Moussa, et. al., [1977]

for both the “stack” and the “jet—from-a-plane geometries, (It should
be noted that the results for the “stack” geometry have been reuvaluated

by Trischka [1979].) Vortex shedding is initiated for an 8 value in
the neiohborhooc or 1 and the Strouhal ntm,ber remains constant

(ST 0.18) until 83. A systematic decrease in ST is observed for large
8 values. 4cMahon, Hester, and Palfrey (1971] interpret this decrease
in the Strouhal number, based upon the jet exit diameter 0, os arm indi
cation that the effective diameter is increased as 8 is increased. The

present observations are compatible with this interpretation as noted in

the results section.
The film cooling application has led to the definition of an integral

quantity: “the film cooling effectiveness”. The ‘effectiveness” can be

considered to be a measure of the amount of low temperature fluid whici:
is brought into contact with the surface of the plane wail containing the

jet orifice. If the velocity ratio is small, the efectiveness is small

as a result of the minimal volume of cold fluid
which is introduced. If the 8 value is large, the input fluid “leaves
the surface and the cooling effect is also small. Hence, an optimum 8 value
exists for the flow from a circular hole in a plane wall. Significantly,
both Ramsey and Goldstein [1971] and Bergeles [1976] found the optimum 8
value to be in the neighborhood of R0.5; this value corresponds to a
significant change in the structure of the flow field as discussed in
the results section.

Analytical Considerations

rraser [lgS4J reports an interesting calculation of the jet in a
cross. flow using potential flow theory and an arbitrary series form for
the velocity potential t• The elevation view of tha jet cross section
so evaluated, bears a striking resecnblence to the observed flow as noted
in the results section. however, the horizontal cross section of the
jet is sooewhat unrealistic. The primary importance of Fraser’s results
is the demonstration that pressure effects alone can account for a sig—
ni ficant flattening of the forward face of the jet.

t’if

vi
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Launder D978] provides a very useful observation: the turbulence
modeling of the jet in a cross flow probleii has relatively little influence
on the ability of numerical models to predict* the mean velocity end pres
sure fields in the interaction region; however, the turbulence quantities

at the end of this region are modified by such modeling. Since the subse
quent develo~xnent of the flow, from this ‘initial stage”, is strongly in

fluenced by the turbulence ten,is in the equations of motion, it is important
**to properly model their behavior in the interaction region . The experience

reflected in this observation supports several of the observations of the pre

sent study as will be discussed in the results section.

NcGuirk t1979] reports calculations of the jet in a confined cross
flow; his study it motivated by the combustor coaling application. The re

lationship between the present results for large R value and several aspects

of his calculations will be noted below.

THEORETICAL ~u1D BACKGROUND CONSIDERATIONS

The observations of the present study are based upon discrete
sources of dye streaks and the surface shear stress patterns which are

revealed by the “lan~pblack and kerosene” method. It is possible to

establish, a’ priori, theoretical considerations which will aid the

interpretation of the present results and those results from the liter
ature which serve to define the qualitative behavior of the flow field.

The present section is subdivided into three subsections.

Control Volume Fonnulatio,~
The dashed line of Figure 1 can be used to

define a control volume , equal to that of the domain of the above

boundary value problem; for wh!ch the y component momentum equation is:

X m ~ XE a

f j~(x.z) ly dzdx= ~/ / u~ç dzdy —~fJ .vi~0dzdx

The left hand side represents the net surface force on the control

volume i.e., the average “pressure force” in the y—direction; the first
term on the right hand side is the average of the y—component momentum
efflux and the second term Is the average y—component momentum influx.

(The y—component momentum influx by the approach boundary layer is con
sidered to be negligible.) Symbolically, the three terms are represented
as P(x€), NECXE), tlI(xE) in Figure 3,

The Isobar patterns from Bergeles [1976). Fern and ~ieston [19751
and Vogler [1963], show that the low pressure region at the sides and In the
aft region of the jet occupies an increasing portion of the surface as R

is increased. The results also reveal that the normalized magnitude
[p/pt?], and the extent of the high pressure region forward of the jet,
increase with ft for R%l whereas they decrease with ft for R values somewhat

greater than 1. At a given R, the integral value represented by P(xE) will

*See, e.g., Potter and Foss [1975) for a general description of the

control volume formulation. Note that an alternative formulation for

the present problem would involve Reynolds stress terms as surface
forces end momentum flux terms which only include the time mean velocities.

I:

I
(2)

~Ztds thsarc~: np~cmt~es tie motivational link between the present study
t~ ~~flo5~ m.~à43m efforts of the parent investigation.

4;

-a~. ~..
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be qualitatively similar to that shown in Ficu,—e 3. The ot,aiitative

character of Mj(xE) may also be reliably estimated. its value is zero
for XE. <—D/2 and it becomes proGressively mare necative (since V > 0 and
V . < 0) until it reaches its terminal value at x~ = EIZ. The efflux

of vertical rementum, ME(xE), is the difference between the two terms
whose qualitative character is known a’ priori. For x -0/2, ?4~ is

required to balance P; physically, this representst um~ard rttion of
the approach fluid being lifted over the fluid frc~ the tube. For x s

0, the y—coinponent momentum efflux iscreater thar, the momentum influx

as a result of the positive pressures on the plate, The necstiv0 plate

pressures, observed for x a 0 (and strongly dependent coon R) is asso
ciated with the downward motion of the approach flow as it passes around

the jet. The empirical observation: that the isobars first expand and

then contract with increasing R, is apparently related to the balance of

the terms in the non—dimensional equation, For iow R values, the upward

deflection of the approach flow is relatively large. For large values
of R, the downward motion of the approach flow becomes increasingly
important as the entrainment demand at the aft side of the jet increases.
The present flow visualization observations are compatible with these

interpretations of the published pressure distributions; the present
observations are reported in the results section.

The asymptotic trajectory of the jet is related to the net value of
[P + M~] for large x, that Is, in the region where dP/dx 0. For large
Ft. i.e. R > 4.0. the centerline of the jet (arbitrarily defined as the y

location of the maximum velocity) has been described by the generalized
form

k
-

1) ‘0’ (3)

whore the constant of proportionality contains the information of the

velocity ratio (R); see, e.g. Kamotoni and Greber [1971], Abramovich [1963].

Significantly, these relationships are observed to be valid in the
region boyond the downstroam location where the surface static pressure
has returned to the ambient value. Hence, since k, of equation (3), is

approximately 0.4, the jet ~sill continue to rise indefinitely for these
large I? values.

Surface Shear Stress

- 15 -

The surface shear stress patterns, for the jet in
a cross flow, can be obtained using the “lampblack and kerosene” tech

nique, see e.g. Bradshaw [1970]. If the proper mixture for the various
regions is used, then the resulting patterns show quite distinct features.

- The proper interpretation of ;uch patterns has been quite lucidly

prenv:’ted by Umit, et. al. [1976]. They define, for the plane y

the Hs,~kcement vuctor P5(x,z) ...‘which is parallel to the mean direction

of particle displacement, s, averaged over all particles which arrive at

(w,y) ..“ and they observe that ‘,i~ must be a continuous vector field
with continuous derivatives, and be zero...at only a finite number of

points over the surface”. They show that, for sufficiently small

ay (e.g. 0 ay < o~) the locations of = 0 are equivalent to points
of zero sheer stress and that the latter, defined as singular points,
must satisfy kinematic/topological constraints for various flow fields.

The singular points are divided into two classes: (i) nodes, which
represent the intersection of an infinite number of shear stress lines,
and (ii) saddle points, which represent the orthoganol intersection

of two shear stress lines. Figure 4 presents a schematic representation

of these singular points.
The significance of the node—saddle point classification is well

exprcssed by Hunt, et. al. They state: “One of the main reasons for
classifying the zero shear stress or singular points in topological
terms as nodes and saddle points is because there is a relation between
tIu number of nodes EN and the number of saddles iS.” The jet—in—a-cross—

flow is the topological equivalent of the intersection of two pipes, For
this geometry, the authors show that

— ;:S = —l (4)

The hiepurtance of this result, in the interpretation of the flow patterns.
will he evident in the results section. The authors also observe that
Equation ‘ay be satisfied by the presence of only one singular point;

it is instructive to intuitively consider the limiting conditions of large
and small velocity ratio to evaluate this assertion for the jet in a
cross flow problem with an intersection angle of /2 radians and to Infer
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whether the single, or net, saddle would lie up—or—downstream.

Figure 5 presents a cross—section representation of the streamline
and singular point patterns which are “intuitively reasonable’ and which
represent the mininsim number of singular points for the jet—in—a—cross—
flow problem for the limiting conditions of “5-~n9’ and ‘larce’ ~ values.

The patterns shown were developed after a considera~Te : of the dye
patterns and the identification of a 9imitinc~snaji’ value of F s~jst be
qualified as that for which the jet has sufficient strenctb to cause the

approach flow to be deflected upward in the region forwan~ of the jet—exit

hole. That is. the R value is sufficiently larce that the surface
pressure forherd of the hole is above the ambient value, value of a 0.1
is representative of such conditions. As 5mm Figare 5. for sufficiently

small R, the fluid which leaves the bole at the do~msrrea—~ e~oe cauld be

considered to be “flattened” against the plate and hence ccqtritete nothing
to the system of nodes and saddles. This limiti-ap case is tost niausible
if the jet Reynolds number is quite sirafl. At hich t~tolds ataters, it

might be expected that the forward region of the fl~ is. ~iaVtatively

unchanged. i.e., it contains the net saddle ;cimt. while t~ ~~nstream
region is characterized by a seif—cancellino sy-stam of codas and saddles.
For large R, the minimum number of singular ;oints a~~ra to be 3. The
jet becomes ‘stiff’ which requires, at minimsa, a forward s&ddla and an
aft node (at x/D = ± 0.5 respectively) and a net i~e aft of the jet
which supplies the required flow toward the aft mode sot also su~plies
an entrainment flow to the aft side of the jet. This last tcint is

quite plausible, given numerous observations of the -eel•ocity/entrairment
field for such flows; however, it is a result of, ar-b rot the. stimulus

for, the intuitive surface stress pattern for large R. ft is pertinent
to note that if the jet enters the cross stream through a ~be which
is inclined an acute angle with respect to the free strain, the limiting

case of one saddle at small R becomes Itore plausible as the angle tends
toward zero.

Vorticity Considerations

- 17 -

The vorticity transport equation is readily
obtained by taking the curl of the familiar Navier—Stokes equations; the

result is (see, e.g., Lighthill [1963])

—Dw_-* vV+ 2— —-uV.o;w~VxV (5)

Equation 5 shows that the vorticity vector of a fluid element can be
altered with time as a result of: (i) diffusive effects which require
the direct action of viscosity or (ii) the stretching/reorientation term:

• vi. The action of this latter term is easily visualized by noting

that if the vorticity vector is stretched or compressed along its axis,
then the vorticity magnitude will be increased or decreased in proportion
to the longitudinal strain. if a shear strain is present such that the

gradient direction is colinear with the vorticity vector, then the vortex
filament will be reoriented into (partial) alignment with the velocity
vector. Specific examples of the right hand side terms of (5) will be
presented in the Discussion of Results Section.

The static pressure field is not explicitly represented in (5);
however, the pressure gradient at a physical surface serves as a source

or a sink of vorticity for the flow field. This role of the pressure
field is discussed by Lighthill [1963], and Potter and Foss [1975].
The effect can be summarized by noting that for y=0: ap/ax < 0 serves as

a source of negative w~ arid that ap/≥z < 0 serves as a source of positive

within the interior of the flow, the “production” term can only
operate on the vorticity which is present; hence it does not serve as a
source term. Superficially this suggests that the vortical activity in

a given interior region is confined to manipulation of the vorticity
transported into that region. It was apparently this interpretation
which caused Moussa, et. al. [1917] to observe; “The origimal flows
inside the pipe and upstream cross—stream are completely devoid of y

(for the present coordinates).. .vorticity. The appearance nf awan y
vorticity as seen in Figure 19 can only be explained by tilting and
stretching of the vorticity in the other two directions and by the
action of the Reynolds stress.” Such a description omits a very
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important “source” of vorticity. The recognition of this source was
first provided to the author by Bradbury [197c1 ; its presence can be

readily appreciated by the following model flow, consider a semi—

infinite body of fluid, a 0, moving in the y-directiOn, Q 3v.

A thin plate, y a, at a = 0 separates this fluid from another
semi—infinite bodyoffluid. z <0, moving in the x—direction. V = lu.

If the fluid streams are inviscid. then a vortex sheet will be present
at z 0, y ‘ 0 and it will remain at ‘zero’ thickness for all y. Both

and fl will be present in the sheet whereas the approach flow was

devoid of vorticity. If the viscosity of the fluid streams is non—zero
then the vorticity would be expected to rapidly diffuse by the action of

molecular viscosity. This itdel flow provides a pertinent reference
condition for the jet in a cross flow. For the present study, the

vortical regions of the approach flow are relatively thin; hence, the

initial shear effect will remove the vortical fluid from the upstream

face of the jet for relatively small y values. The resulting irro—
tational/irrotational interaction can be expected to produce a thin

region of vortical fluid with components in the horizontal end vertical
planes at the forward surface where the irrotational cross—stream inter
sects the core fluid from the approach tube. Indeed, the ‘bound vortex”
structures which are observed in all jets—in—a—cross—flow would be
expected even if the effects of viscosity could be “turned—off” until
the two streams interact, conceptually, this “result” would not be
allowed by the description given by Moussa et. al. The “bound vortex”

is described below.
The solenoidal feature of the vorticity vector:

• v~ o

requires that vortex lines may not end at an interior point in the

fluid. (Note that the spiral node of Figure4a is a good example of how
isolated vortex lines can end at a fluid surface.) loussa, et. al, use

this property: continuity —of-vortex—filaments to properly (and presciently

since they do not refer to their own observations of the phenoiiena)

assert that the approach boundary layer vorticity, —wi, is swept to the
rear of the jet and forms a circulation pattern in the “hollow’ of the
kidney shape jet field. CThe kidney shape was identified by iceffer and
Bai,;os [19&3J. ) This system of vorticies is shown, without supportinc

comments, by Abramovich [19631 and the fiuure from this reference is

reproduced here as Fiour-e 6. The forward vortical structure in the

cross section of this figure is commonly referred to as a “bound vortex”;
the presence of this vortical motion is attributed to the dual effects

of: (i) reorientation of the initial vorticity in the approach tube, as

proposed by Moussa, et. al,, and (ii) to the kinematic condition in
which the two initially orthogonal streams intersect to form a vortex

“sheet”. The “sheet” is quickly widened by the diffusive and turbulent
transport effects represented by the third and first terms of (5) res
pectively. The middle set of vortical motions are the extensions of the

boundary layer vorticity (ala Moussa, et. al.) and the trailing set of

nations are produced by the upward notion of vertical vorticity shed by
the shearinç action of the cross—stream actino on the .iet. The latter
two structures are not considered to be “intuitively oovious”;
a description of their source will be deferred until the results sec
tion. The bound vortex is a commonly acknowledged feature of this class
of flows. The middle and trailing structures are clearly shown by the
visualizations of the present study and their R dependence will be noted
in the results section, The schematic representation from Abramovich is
quite misleading in one regard; the presence of vertical streamlines at
the Forward edge of the jet does not adequately portray the strong

lateral shearing motions which exist in this region of the flow field,
This aspect of the flow is also discussed in the results section.

(6)



EXPERII4ENTAL FACILITIES AND PROCEDURE -

Surface Streak Patterns

D~ifacilit. A large*test section wind tunnel was available for the
surface streaking investigations; see Figure 7. The 1.8m wide boundary
layer plate was fitted with an elliptical nose; this leading edge con-.

dition provided a smooth acceleration of the approach flow to the zero

pressure gradient boundary layer on the plate itself. A diffuser flap,
placed at the downstream end of the boundary layer plate, adjusted the

pressure drop of the upper and lower streams to the same value and caused
the approach flow to be parallel to the plate surface, The flow visualization

was executed with U0 10 mps and the approach boundary layer was laminar
at the x=50 cm position Qf the 5cm jet orifice. The boundary layer
plate was covered with white contact paper for the visualization study.

The cross jet fluid was provided by a centrifugal blower with a by
pass valve which allowed the blower to operate at full capacity and there
fore minimal frictional heating. The temperature of the cross stream air
was monitored and maintained equal to the tunnel air temperature (4’ 1°C) and tht

cross stream volume flow rate was monitored with the flow nozzle shown
in Figure Z Note that the measurement of the volume flow rate at this

station is not effected by the flow distortion caused by the cross stream
near the jet exit.

Surface Streaking Technique. A modification to the standard lampblack—and

kerosene technique was found to be required for the present study. The

standard techoique, wherein a mixture of kerosene and lampblack is pre
pared, applied to the surface, and eroded into a streak pattern by the
action of the surface stresses, was found to give an inadequate repre

sentation over the complete renion of interest. Specifically, if the
mixture were sufficiently “fluid” for the aft region, it would be quickly
evaporated and leave an unintelioible film in the forward region where
the surface shear stresses were much larger. Similarly, a mixture which
yielded a good pattern in the forward region was not sufficiently fluid
to reveal the flow pattern in the aft region, The successful modification

*The test section was essentially a l.Siii x l.8m square. it was fitted with

corner fillets such that the tunnel walls were flat over a span Of’O7m This
tunnel has been described by Naljdascher and Ernishaus fl977J.
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involved the introduction of “erodable sites” ‘ on the surface prior to the
application of the standard mixture. A mist of small kerosene droplets

was created with a hand operated spray nozzle and, as the number density
of the droplets increased, the surface became more vulnerable to the
action of the shear stress. Hence, it was possible to locally adjust

the stress—susceptibility of the surface coating such that a satisfactory
streaking pattern was achieved for the entire region of interest. A~pro—
priate canbinations of droplet densities and initial mixture properties

were determined by “enlightened trial and error” testing; photographic

records of the patterns were made for a wide range of ft values.

Dye Visualization
Flow Facility. A long (:lom). open surface flume was utilized for the dye
visualization studies; the working section is shown schematically in

Figure 8. The flume cross section was sufficiently larger than the

orifice that the jet exhausted to an essentially unbounded domain. The
primary flow in the flume was provided by a speed-controlled pump; the
long term stability of the flow system was quite good and the disturbance
level of the mainstream was quite low, A functionally important aspect
of the flow system was the use of a submersible pump to extract the water
for the jet from the downstream region of the flume; this ensured the
absence of density effects since the jet and cross stream temperatures

• were equal. The volume flow of the jet fluid was monitored by a
calibrated flow meter and controlled by the indicated valve system. Since
a factor of approximately 30 was involved for the R range of interest,

0.1 R s 3, two separate flow meters were utilized; they allowed the

• “jet velocity” to be defined as noted in the introduction: a [q5?A~].
The large volume of water used in the flume allowed approximately three
hours of operation before the darkening of the ambient fluid by the -

diffuse dye adversely effected the photographic records of the flow
field. The air bleed at the top of the plenum for the jet was required to
remove air bubbles from this part of the flow system; the source of the

bubbles was never precisely determined but no observations were made
if the presence of the bubbles would have adversely affected the flow field.

Dye input ports were placed in the approach tube and the plane surface
• at the jet exit; the dye input ports resembled static pressure taps and

—20—
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are shown in Figure 8. These taps were connected to the dye reservoir by
a soft plastic tube with a valve to control the injection speed of the
dye. In general, it was possible to select a dye flow rate which provided
a sufficient marker for the photograph without exerting an untoward local
disturbance in the flow. The imnersion of the dye in the plastic tubes
leading to the injection ports apparently achieved sufficient thermal
equilibrium that the dye was neutrally bouyant as it entered the flow field.
The dye ports were located:far upstreani of the jet orifice to mark the

approach boundary layer (d). at a location inenediately in front of the

orifice to mark the separated boundary layer (F), at a series of lateral
positions (M,N,0,P) and along the centerline of the orifice (l,2,...6).

Three taps were placed inside the approach tube (A,B,C) to mark the jet
fluid itself. Table 1 has been prepared to document the positions of

these taps with respect to the jet axis.

Table 1. Locations of the Dye InjectionPorts -

—3 —0.7 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
d f 1 2 3 4 5 6

jet approach tube, y/D—0.7
-0.5 0 0.5

Photonra,~l,ic Records. Still and motion picture records were made of the
dye streaks. The still pictures were recorded with two 35 pm cameras fitted
with telephoto lenses, a simultaneous shutter release and a viewing con
figuration which involved a side view centered at the plate and a ‘top”
view which was observed through a mirror placed at an angle of 45 degrees

to the vertical. The majority of these ohotonraphs were taken
with a 135 nan lens for the top view and a 150 am lens For the side

view. This combination was found (by the experimental method) to produce
negatives whose relative proportions were of equal size. A square rastor
revealed that the distortion from neither camera was a significant factor
for the field of view of interest. The still photographs were taken with

ASA 125 film, 125 sec~ exposure time with f—il to f—16 lens openings
depending upon the darkening of the water; two, high intensity flood
lamps were used for illumination.

The 16 nan, motion picture records were taken to record the portions of
the flow field that involved strongly transient dye streak patterns as well

as those regions in which the relative flow speeds were significant and
for which the still photographs would be misleading. The perspective of
the motion picture is inferior to that of the orthoganol views of the still
photoqraphs since a general side view was taken which involves an oblique
view of the plate~ the photographic axis of the motion pictures was

approximately 2 diameters ‘above’ the plate. The shutter speed was
approximately 220 sec~ at 64 frames/sec. Negative film was used to
photograph the black dye against the white background; this produced
pictures of superior quality as compared with positive film.

P2sr~.tJ.~ Procedures. Following the filling and preliminary operation
of the flume to achieve stable thermal conditions, the cross—stream (or
primary) flow speed was determined by releasing a blob of dye and
following its transit time between two reference points (ax = l.78m).
This nethod was found to be quite reliable; a physical feature of the

dye blob could be followed with precision and the stop-watch-reaction-time
was not a significant factor since the nominal 0.22 c/sec flow speed (for
the large Il values) provided a tot~l time of B Sec. The flow speed

was established from several evaluations, typically 8, and the uncer—
tainties are noted in Table I. The jet velocity was obtained from the
flow meter and it was noted that this reading showed a relatively low

frequency modulation. This modulation serves to make the value un
certain and nominal values for this effect are also recorded in Table 1.
The uncertainties represented in this table are considered to be quite

acceptable for the present flow visualization study.
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Ports with y=z’O
x/O position
Port label

Ports with yO, zfDl

x/D position 0 0.5 1.0
port label N N 0

Ports in the
x/0 position
port label

Ports wtth rO,z/D0.5
x/D position 1.0
port label P

A B C
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Small R U(m/sec) V.(mJsec) eoartzitty

0.14<0.4 0.18 + 2% V3 ± 1%

lar~e a

0.64s3 0.22 ~, 4% + 2~

The relatively blunt edge of the boundary layer ~iate resulted in

a separated flow condition at the leading edge of the 5 tt thick plate,
and the disturbances so established were visible Inc dye blob passing

over the leading edge. These disturbances were seemingly strongly damped

by the time the marked fluid arrived at the location of the jet. It
was inferred from these observations that the fluid approaching the hole
could be described as a laminar boundary layer but one which was larger

than would be calculated by the classical relationship

6(x) =

Quantitative agreement between several aspects of

lization studies suggests that the boundary layer

flow were of secondary importance in establishing
observations.

OBSERVATIONS AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FLOW ~DELS
Genera) observations concerning the photographs and the inferred

flow properties will serve to clarify the detailed observations presented

in this section. These general remarks are presented in the following.

(U 0)/v I The dye and surface streaking photographs constitute separate
sources of information concerning the behavior of the flow. The dye

3.8 x ~ streaklines represent instantaneous records of events which are, to
varying extents, time dependent. Also, the two orthogonal views of the
dye streaks can only be unambiguously interpreted if a distinctive

feature can be found in the dye pattern, In the bleed—down” mode, i.e.,

in the mode where the dye source is turned off and the residual dye at
4.6 x 10 the surface is slowly removed by the low speed fluid near the surface,

the information from the dye is similar to that provided by the surface

streaking pattern. Basic differences, however, exist. Far the dye, the

source point is clearly defined and only the surface stress lines associated
with that source point are marked. In contrast to this, all parts of

the surface are marked by the lampblack/kerosene method. Given the former
condition. the surfac& stress line from the forward saddle was more
easily followed from the dye (bleed—down) than from the surface stress
lines. However, the majority of the salient features at the surface
were only revealed by the surface streaking; the dye bleed—down served to

clarify or corroborate certain specific features.
The flow models, for the range of small to large 2 values which are

presented below, have been constructed from these photographic records

as well as from the insight gained from motion picture records of the
dye streak patterns and the theoretical considerations presented in an

earlier section. In the inferrential process of establishing the flow
model, the availability of at least two sets of views for each discrete

dye input (d, F, A._.) and the presence of a sequence of such observations
(R = 0.1, 0.2 ...) was of considerable value, The discrete dye inputs
were a most important factor in the inferrential process, that is, if the

entire jet, or the entire approach boundary layer had been marked, then
it is doubtful whether the basic features of the present models would

have been revealed. The flow models allow a rational interpretation of
several phenomena which have been previously reported for the jet in a
cross flow geometry investigated in the present study. The final section
presents these interpretations,

Table 2. Uncertainty Estimates for the Strea~Uce Fl~ Wis~aZIc2.tico Data

the water and air flow visua—
characteristics of the approach~

the majority of the present
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The theoretical result of Hunt, et. al., that the jet In a cross

flow ~.il1 have: one net singular point, and the speculation that this
criterion will be satisfied with one net upstream or downstream saddle
potot for small and large R values respectively, allows the present

section to be subdivided,ifltO separate descriptions of the flow patterns

for these two R value conditions. A comprehensive evaluation of the
surface and dye streak photographs, created in the present study, shows

that ft values less than or equal to 0.4 satisfy the above criteria of
Itsolalll!. the observations and the associated flow model for these ft

values i-iill be presented first. l4ithin the subdivisions of small and
large ft values, a sunniary of the observations will first be presented;

it will be followed by a description of the flow model.

Results for the Small ft Values (ft s 0.4)

Surface streaking patterns were photographically recorded for 3 small

ft values; ft = 0.33, 0.34 and 0.4; these photographs are presented in
Figure 9. A schematic representation of the node and saddle points, and

a numerical code to represent them, are presented in Figure 10.
Table ‘3 identifies which nodes and saddles are present for a given R

value; the number of nodes, the number of saddles and the sum of these
singular points are also presented in this table. Quantitative values

of their position coordinates are presented in Figure 11. The photographs
also reveal the difficulties of providing the proper variations in the
initial kerosene drops and the properly diluted kerosene/lanlPblack .

mixture over the various parts of the surface to achieve a unifo~ly
informotive streaking pattern. Dye streak patterns, for R ‘0.1, 0.2,

0.3, and 0.4, are presented in Figures 12 to 17. The positions of the

aft saddle points: S3 and S4. that are represented on Figure 11 were taken ,
from the dye streak patteros of Figure 17. In
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A Flow Model for Small R Values CR 0.4)

A schematic representation of the salient features of the flow for
small R values is presented in Figure 18. This figure has been. prepared
by digitizing the dye trajectories from enlarged photographs of the

R~0.3 condition and by incorporating information from the surface streaking
photographs for the same R value. Computer graphics software* was used
to createthe perspective view shown In the figure. This schematic

representation is to provide an “orientation sketch for the reader.
The separate aspects of the flow model, which are intrinsically incor
porated in the sketch, are presented in detail below.

A useful construct, in the development of a flow model for small R
values, is to consider that the interaction between the jet and the
cross stream, in the iimnediate region of the hole, is equivalent to
placing a “partial cover” over the jet exit. This ‘equivalent cover” is
evident in the trajectory of the “F’ fluid as revealed in the side view
photographs of Figure 12 and is shown schematically in Figure 19. It is
corroborated by the trajectories of the A and B dye inputs, Table 4

Table 4 Tabulation of non—uniform jet exit conditions

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.L 0.8 1.2 1.5

Ax!o)F 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.2 ~0

0F 200 22° 240 30° 40° —

~ AxIo)4 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.2 zO

AX/D)e 0.3 0.25 0.2 0.2 — — 0.

presents quantitative measures of these trajectories~:~~~ Further, it is
useful to consider the forward portion of the jet tube as an extension
of the plenum; the “equivalent cover” serves as a boundary for this
plenum. Mote that the cover extends from the forward edge of the hole
to the x oosition: x/Dr—O.5 + ~~F’0’ The height of the “cover” above
the boundary layer plate, is approximately 0.150 for the small R values
(R s 0.4); however, the shape of its leading edge is a strong function
of R. For the smallest R investigated, R = 0.1, there was no apparent

upstream displacement of the forward saddle point; hence, it is inferred

that the approach flow separates at the leading edge of the jet hole.
Parenthetically, it should be stressed that this inferrence is related
to the time average behavior. Motion picture records of the process
show that boundary layer fluid was intermittently drawn into the jet

tube, as the separation point moved toward the A tap, and that jet fluid
(i.e., as marked by dye from the A tap) was observed forward of the jet

exit hole as the separation point moved upstream of the forward edge.

These transient events were observed, with diminishing occurance up to R
= 0.6.

For larger R values (0.2 R s 0.4), the forward edge of the “cover”

is sufficiently blunt to cause the saddle point to move upstream. A
schematic representation of the inferred streamline pattern in the z 0

plane for R s 0.4 is shown in Figure 20. The inferred position of the
3 stagnation streamline is shown; presumably, it impinges on the “cover”

and returns the fluid beneath it to the forward saddle point. Note that
the direction of the surface stress is continuous at the upstream
corner of the hole; it is in the positive y direction for Cx —0.50, y

0) and in the negative x direction for Cx ≤ —0.50, y — 0). The loca
tion of the upstream saddle, shown in Figure 11, appears to be strongly
dependent upon the state of the approach flow.* The data presented in
Figure 11 are taken from the air flow, surface streaking observations;
the position of the forward saddle, based upon the dye observations, is
forward of those reported in Figure 11. SpecifIcally, the dye obser
vations would appear to fit onto the extrapGlated curve from R a 0.6.

*This is, of course, rational. The forward saddle is related to the
deceleration of the approach flow near the surface; the separation bubble
at the leading edge of the boundary layer plate in the water flow provides
a relatively larger boundary layer at the jet exit hole location for the
dye studies,

*The efforts of Mr. R. Coviak of the “Center for Computer—Aided Design’,
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Michigan State University, are
gratefully acknowledged.
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The surface streaking photographs strongly suggest that only one forward
saddle exists for Il 0.6; hence, this interpretation will be con
sidered to most accurately represent the flow field. This significant dif
ference between the non—dimensional positions of the forward stagnation point

for the air and the water studies is only observed for the small R values; it
- also appears to be the only significant difference between the two studies.

Since the other aspects of the two flows are similar, it is inferred that the
difference is strictly related to the approach boundary layer thickness and
is not representative of Reynolds deoendent effects in the flow field.

;.j4

p

I

The fluid from the approach tube emerges at the downstream edge of
the ‘cover” as a rather well defined jet and this jet fluid presents a
relatively planar obstruction to the boundary layer fluid of the cross-

stream as shown by the similar values of axF and ÔXA. The penetration
angles (OF) of Table 4 are only approximate values; this angle is dif

ficult to reliably define albeit its increase with R is clearly seen in
the F streakline photographs. The interaction between the jet and the
cross stream produces a highly dispersive, highly three—dimensional flow
aft of the hole and above the pJ~e. (The region beneath it, as described
below, is highly organized with a stable structure of node and saddle
points.) The wake region is shown as a cross hatched area in Figure 20; its
three—dimensional and dispersive character is evident in Figures 12 to
16. A distinctive feature of this wake region is the relatively small

stream-wise velocities In the central portion (i.e., the region whicn Is
in the wake of the penetrating jet fluid) and the large streanejise

velocities which exist at the lateral (+ az) boundaries of the wake
region. This effect is most clearly revealed by the motion pictures. It

is also significant that the high speed regions at the sides show the
presence of relatively strong streanwise vorticity: ~ ~ 0 for z ~ 0

respectively, as would be expected for the interaction between a small
height/width obstruction and a cross—flow. Specific attention is

called to the c inputs. There is no indication that the trailing edge
streamline reattaches to the surface as it would if the jet were two—
dimensional. For this reason, and because of the strong lateral varia
tions in the flow at the front of the jet, there is not even a quali
tative similarity between the two— and three—dimensional jet—in—a-cross—
flow fields even though the small R condition results in a relatively
planar configuration for Iz~ ≤ 0/2.

The geometry of the forward saddle point requires that the fluid at
Azand oy in the neighborhood of x = —0.50 (where az ayc< o) must
follow a path directed in the positive x direction around the hole.

The dye streaks of Figures 12,15 and 16 confirm this for R a 0.2; ap—
parantly, the dye did not mark the (Az, Ay) positions for the R = 0.1

condition. The dye streaks that mark this lateral notion may be fol
lowed oround the jet hole and into the region downstream of the hole.
These streaks clearly show that the approach fluid, which is so de
flected around the hole, follows a trajectory which separates the down

stream Cx 0.50) region into ‘surface fluid” which originated upstream:

nfl, from ‘surface fluid’ which has had some interaction with the jet
fluid: z < nfl The value of n depends upon x and R; however, for suf
ficiently small R values it is essentially 1.0 for all x; see Figs. 12 and 17.

A striking feature of the flow is revealed by the B inputs; viz.,

the streakline from B exits the hole with an essentially vertical path,
is bent sharply into the horizontal direction at a small—positive angle

in the x—z j,lane and then is strongly dispersed with some of the marked
fluid appearing to reach the surface. (This behavior of the “8 fluid”
extends to R values of 1.5). The “bridge”, formed by the arching path
of the “8 fluid”, can be related to a unified description of the flow
field near the surface; for convenience, this description will be
presented in terms of the behavior for z 0.

The surface region is assumed to be of small elevation compared

with the approach boundary layer; hence the separated fluid passing
around the hole will retain its principal vorticity component ~“z < 0

at z = 0). As the surface fluid approaches (x =0, z 0/2), the stream
of fluid gains a predominant vorticity of: 0, see equation (5). This
stream is divided by the arrival, from above, of the “B fluid”; the

latter is characterized by vorticity of: ~ 0 in keeping with the
vorlicity within the approach tube. Note that the “8 fluid’ will be
supplemented by the cross—stream fluid which is made vortical (w~ 0)

by its interaction with the jet fluid. A schematic representation of
this description of the flow behavior is included in Figure 18. The
inferred behavior is given strong support by the observation that the

region inm’ediately aft of the hole shows, in general, the presence of-
‘A’ but not of “8” fluid. Apparently, the “A” fluid is picked—up by the
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streamwise vortex from the approach boundary layer after it exits from
the side of the jet bole; see Figure 19 for the “A” fluid trajectory.
The fluid which passes under the “bridge’ and the adjacent “8 fluid”
meet the recirculating fluid at $4. see Figure 10, where the negative w,~

fluid contributes toN4 while the positive w~ fluid (from, for example,
B) contributes to N3. It is interesting to note that the saddle point
$4 is clearly defined in the dye streaks whereas the nodal points are
defined from the surface streaks in the air flow, Recall that the
Reynolds number of the air flow is approximately one order of magnitude

larger than that of the water flow; hence, the quantitative agreement

between the two flow patterns suggests that the aft region of the flow
field is insensitive to the state of the approach flow. Note that this
is in contradistinction with the observation regarding ~l for the two
experiments.

It is pertinent to observe that the lateral extent of the “B” fluid
does not exceed 0.70 (in the region neat the exit hole) whereas the “A”
fluid exhibits a much greater lateral spread. Hence, the “A” fluid not

only enters the aft region under the “bridge” (as discussed above), it
also is sheared by the cross—stream and passes downstream at z values
greater than that of the “B” fluid, consequently, the description of the
“8” fluid behavior, given above, should also be interpreted as applying
to some portion of the ‘A” fluid. Indeed, the heights of the “bridges” for
the R values shown in Figure 14, suggests that a relatively small amount
of fluid is sheared from the forward portion of the jet. It can be further

noted that the ‘d’ and “F” surface streaklines are more widely spaced
than the maximum lateral excursion of the “A” fluid; hence, the surface

streakline, emanating from the forward saddle point, will be bounded on
the inside by separated boundary layer fluid, This streakllne will be
bounded, on the outside, by fluid of the opposite sense vorticity.
Namely, the acceleration of the unseparated boundary layer fluid past
the hole will lead to (for z 0) ~ >0 since the stretching term can

be described as: u~ au/az 2.0 for z >0. The combined effects of

0 for the interior fluid and wx > 0 for the exterior fluid maintains
the streakline as a well defined entity well beyond the x location of
the exit hole.

The motion pictures reveal that large scale unsteadiness is mani
fest In several features of the wake region for small R values. Speci—

fically, the ‘C” fluid was sometimes observed to build into large scale
vortical motions (u~ 0) followed by the “release” of the vortical
structure into the wake region. Similarly, the “B” fluid would, at
times, collect into a vortical structure similar to that suggested by

“N3’, Figure 10, and then be “released” to travel downstream.
The quantitative isotherm distributions of Ramsey. and Goldstein

[1971] provide a quite useful diagnostic supplement to the flow visualization
observations of the present study. The jet fluid was heated to 55°C

above the ambient, No direct estimate of the bouyancy effects are
provided by the authors; however, repeated temperature measurements for

U,=30 and 61 nips at R=0.5 gave similar results. The present observations:

Ci) that the aft region is protected from lateral encroachment by the
cross—stream for R s 0.5 and (ii) that the surface stress line, which
emanates from the forward saddle point, passes the aft region at a
position of z +0, are supported by the isotherms. Further, their
isothenes for the R = 0.1 case supports the inferrence that the wake
region is both quite well mixed and strongly flattened by the cross—
stream.

Results for the Larqe R Values (0.6 R < 3.17)

The dye streak photographs for the Large R condition are presented

in Figures 21 through 30. The surface streak photographs are presented

in Figure 31. The designation of the nodes and saddles, Figure 10,

their positions in the y0 plane, Figure II, and a tabulation identifying

which singular points exist for a given R value, Table 3, include the

indicated data for the Large R condition,

itservations and the Flow Model for Large R (0.6 R s 3.17)

The surface streaking photographs for large R, Figure 31, reveal,

aird Figure 11 and Table 3 document, that a dramatic change in the over—

zfl flow pattern occurs between R=0.4 and R=O.6. The attachment node.

~aicch was on the “equivalent cover” for RsO.4 is located on the approach

a~ace for R~O.6 and a second pair of singular points: I node, I saddle,

fr
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can be ‘identified in the surface streaking photccraohe; hsce, there is

a self—cancelling system of nodes and saddles in the recic~, forward of

the jet. It is interesting to observe that the positic~ of the four

Singular points move upstream for 0.ScRc2,l; the raositio~ for

appear to be stable. The inferred stability of their esitien is from

the observation that a similar bleed—down, dye—streak pettero was ob

served when the jet was replaced by a solid cylinder. it is plausible

that the forward singular points are identically distributed for the

large R(≥2.l) and the solid cylinder cases. As noted below, the balance

of the flow field is substantially different between these two cases.

The discontinuous change, from one—to—four singular points at the

forward edge of the jet, is quite significant in the topolocical or

kinematic analysis of the flow. However, the flow pattern in this

upstream region, as revealed by the dye patterns, changes continuously

and relatively gradually with the increasing velocity ratio values. The

“A” Fluid does not leave the hole at the forward edge until R values of

0.9 or 1.2 are attained. Similarly, the vortical motions of the “A”

fluid at the forward edge of the jet retain their boundary—layer_like

character (w2<O) for R=0,6 and do not show a jet—like character until

R≥l,5. The intermediate R values (0.9, 1.2) did not show an observable

vortical pattern at the forward edge of the jet. The aft region contains

a system of self—cancelling nodes and saddles plus a single net saddle CS6)

which is located between the aft edge of the jet and a ‘secondary structure”

containing two saddles: S7, S~, and two spiral—separation nodes: N7. This

basic pattern, which is initiated precipitously at R:0.5, is preserved

until Rtl,4 where another, less dramatic but discontinuous, change in

the over-all pattern occurs.
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The change In the flow pattern at R:0.S appears to be related to

the increase in the jet “stiffness” whereby the jet fluid at the aft side

of the hole penetrates a ‘substantial” distance into the cross—stream

before being deflected. This allows the fluid passing the side of the

jet to continue around the aft portion of the jet and to form the single

net S. The orderly structure, which was observed in the aft region close

to the plate surface is destroyed by this shift in the flow pattern.*

Motion picture records of the dye input at tap 1 reveal that rather

large fluctuations, with respect to the time mean pattern of the surface

streaking photographs) occur in the flow field.

The numerous specific observations which have been made following a

study of the photographs are presented below. Collectively, these

observations constitute the bases for the flow model for 0,6sRs3.l?.

The development of a structure, by which to effectively coimnunicate these

separate observations, has posed at least as formidable a problem as the

preceeding tasks: i) the identification of the salient features from the

numerous dye and surface streak photographs and ii) the evolution of the

flow models from the individual observations, the structure, which has

been developed for the presentation of the flow models, has three distinguishing

features:

I) the salient flow characteristics for a given spatial region will be

identified; Ii) the governing physical effects which produce the observed

characteristics will be indicated and iii) the discussion will proceed

from the relatively simple to the more complex regions of the interaction

region. Fiqures 32, 33, and 34 have been prepared to provide a descriptive

*Tj,e “destruction” of the reglar dye pattern from tap 1 is made somewhat
gradual hy the fact that the dye streak for It—0.6 retains its integrity
even though it does not follow a time steady pattern, For larger R values,
the dye strefl from tap I Is increasingly dispersed until R’3.0 where It
again regains some cohorence~ see Figure 2g.
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representation of the flow field characteristics in the irajor subranges of the

Large R values (see Figure 11 and Table 3). These figures were developed

using the same technique as used for Figure 18; the photocraphic records

for R0.9, 1.5. and 3.0 were used respectively for the three figures.

The Fore and Aft Faces of the Jet

Portions of the “A” and “C” fluid inputs serve to rark the forward

and aft faces of the jet column; Figure 35 presents a compilation of the

fluid particle trajectories which define these faces for various Larce R

values. The cures shown represent the contours defined by the ~uppernost’

portion of the dye (averaged over two or mare photographs) that was

separately emitted from the A and C inputs. (In order to ensure that the

uppermost position was accurately inferred, the plan views were exanined

to determine if dye was present at the z=O plane for the x location of

the uppermost dye in the elevation view.) It is interesting to note

that the two face locations appear to intersect, for R>2.l, with the

subsequent greater vertical position for the aft face, Obviously, an

alternative interpretation must be sought. The experiments to produce

the A and C results were, of course, separately executed* and one possible

interpretation is that experimental errors in establishing the R value

leads to the present observation; this is not considered to be a probable

cause since the effect is present in three R values and since the

uncertainty estimates in the R values are relatively small.

A probable cause for the apparent cross over of the fore and aft

*Silsultaneous discharge of colored dye through the A (e.g., yellor) and C (e.g.,
green) inputs might have produced interpretable results. However, with the
black dye and black/white film of the present study a simultaneous discharee
would not reveal the cross—over effect.
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face locations is bated upon the presence of the strong lateral shear

effects at the forward edge of the jet. The “A’ fluid, which marks the

fluid in the forward region for some depth into the jet, is apparently

sheared around the jet and transported back to z=0 from the underneath

side of the jet column. The selective appearance of this effect for

b2.l is attributed to the stiffness of the jet for the larger R values

and the consequent greater penetration of the shear effects into the

forward portion of the jet,

An implicit feature of this interpretation of the flow field

is that the fore and aft faces of the jet are physically quite different!

The aft face can be adequately defined in terms of. the fluid which is

r,iarked by the “C” dye input; in this sense, it is similar to a single

jet discharging into a quiescent ambient. The forward face of the jet

cannot be similarly defined. The jet fluid which arrives at the “forward

face” will have passed the exit plane (pa) at progressively smaller r

values as the y location of the forward—face—observation—point is

increased. Schematically, this is shown by the (a,c) intersections of

Figures 33 and 34. This strong erosion is clearly a three—dimensional

process and it Is, fundamentally, a viscous process. That is, in keeping

with the concepts which were introduced in the earlier section: “\brticity

Considerations”, the instantaneous region, at which the two streams

interact, is expected to be quite thin. It is interesting to note

that this expectation is strongly compatible with the mation picture

observations of the A fluid input.

The qualitative shapes of the A and C curves in Figure 35 are simi

lar to those given by Fraser [1954] following his approximate solution

based upon inviscid flow considerations; it is inferred that the

I

I
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essential mechanisms, which lead to the observatic.as ci Ficore 35,

are contained in the pressure field established b’s the ieterection. An

additional interpretation, beyond that given by Frner, is aCveoced to

explain the relatively sharp “break” in the ‘C’ fi~id trajectory; note

that the valises for they location of the oreet. Le., Lv~J5 =

are presented in Figure 36. Specifically, cor,si~er that the deflection

of the cross-stream occurs pred~ninantly in the rkse for ycC5D.

The resulting pressure on the upstream face of the jet 00r2n (2=0)

and the low pressure on the downstream face combine to create a pressure
difference: ap. It will be assumed that the value is only a weak

function of y for YSC8D. This pressure difference is baianced by’

the curvature of the streamlines in the interior of the

jet; specifically,

ap= ~a~Q,dXXf
where Xf and xa are the x positions of the forward and aft faces respectively

Since ap/ax ap/an, where n is the outward normal to the curved streamlines,~

and since: ap/ar’ PV2/Rc~ the weak curvature (large Rc) which is observed

suggests that the pressure difference is “easily” supported by the jet.

However, as the forward jet fluid is sheared and transported into the aft

region, see the “A” fluid photographs in Figure 23, the forward face of

the jet becomes more blunt and the cross—stream (for y’C80) passes over

the top of the jet instead of around its sides. The streamline curvature

associated with this flow pattern is now ouch larger, Rc is dramatically

reduced at the “break point”, and the jet fluid takes on a trajectory

which is more closely aligned with the x—direction.

The Shroud.The inferred lateral motion of the approach fluid, for y< C80, is

strongly supported by the observation that the “A” fluid is shed from the

forward edge of the jet and creates a ‘shroud which covers the wake region’

The geometry of the shroud is strongly dependent upon a; for sufficiently

small a (sl.5) it extends upward From the plate surface. The concept of a

shroud, and one that extends to the surface, is clearly supported by the

Ramsey and Goldstein (lg7l] isotherins for R=l; the shroud can be identified

for R2 but its lower extent does not extend to the plate, Note that the

latter observation is quite compatible with the “A” fluid photographs of

Fioure 24.

The analytical solution by Fraser 11954) revealed a most unrealistic

shape for the jet cross section in a plane normal to the centerline

trajectory; specifically, the jet fluid at z: ~ D/ 2 was upstream of the

jet fluid at zO. Fraser’s model did not account for shear effects, it

is obvious that the cross—stream shear effects in the physical problem

will tend to sweep the fluid from these “leading/outer” edges of the jet

column; it is not, however, considered obvious that a shroud of external

fluid would be so created. Figures 66, 67, and 68 of Kamotani and Greber

[1971) also show such a shroud for R’4; the full jet was marked with

smoke for their photograph. in keeping with the above observations, the

lowest position of the shroud is well above the plate for this large R

valuo. Ramsey and Goldstein (1971) also provide a photograph of a

Fully marked jet for RO.9 and 1.0; the marked region, especially at

the lateral boundaries, is Interpreted as the above described shroud,

L
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Further Effects of the Cross—stream Shear. The “d’ and ‘B” fluid inputs reveal

further prominent effects associated with the shearing action of the cross—streas

on the jet column. These effects are revealed in the observations that the ‘B”

fluid is suddenly bent by 90 degrees (side view) and caused to leave the jet co

lumn with a: “predominately downstream, somewhat lateral, trajectory; see Fiourt

25 and 25. The motion pictures reveal that this reorientation of the “8” fluid is

accompanied by strong streamwise vorticity component as the “B” fluid enters the

wake region. The sudden “bursting” of the concentrated dye filament is strongly

reminiscent of the “vortex break—down phenomenon. This bending effect is most

clearly shown in the side views where the adjacent strands of “B’ fluid are se

parately sheared by the cross—stram; see 8,1.5,2; 8,2.4,1 and 8,3.0,2 of Figure

25 and 8,2.1.1 of Figure 26 for particularly good examples of this phenomenon.

The bridge, formed by the ‘8° fluid and identified for the Small R

values, is again apparent for the smaller R values of the large R range.

Specifically the “bridge” is formed for 0.5iR~ii.2 whereas the “B” fluid -

does not reach the surface for Re2.4. The intermediate behavior is not

clearly defined in this regard; later observations will suggest that

R~.4 represents a break in the behavior of the flow in the neighbor

hood of the plate.

A quite distinctive feature of the cross—stream shear effect is

revealed in the ‘d’ photographs; see Figure 21 and 22. The side views

reveal that the lower aft side of the jet is swept clean of “d’ fluid by

the downward/aftward shearing of the cross stream. (The open space in

the side views represents this absence of °d” fluid.) The associated

top views ensure that “d° fluid is present at these x locations; hence

the “d” fluid is seen to pass around the jet column at quite small y

values. The previously reported isobars are quite instructive in this

regard; the quite low pressure at the surface and for the positions:

(x=0/3, y=0, z~0f3) are responsible for the strong downward flow of the

cross stream in this neighborhood. One consequence of this is that the

momentum efflux term of Figure 3 receives a significant negative con

tribution from the cross—stream fluid which tends to partially off—set

the positive contribution from the jet fluids for the 0ix/0~0.5 region

in question.

The dye trajectory suggests, and the direct observation of the dye

motion (from the motion pictures) supports, the presence of larce stream—

wise velocities near the lateral edges of the exit hole for largeR

value, Specifically, it is inferred that maximum x component veloci

ties occur at: x~0, y~’0, zcfl,513. The numerical calculations of Jones and

McCuirk support this inference.

Surface Stress Patterns. The surface stress patterns provide a very instructive in

dication of the flow behavior for thelarge R values, rollo,cinn the initiation of

this flow regime at R 0.5, the spiral node structures: N7, are observed

to grow in size and their capture area. ..as delineated by the distance

from S5 to S8.. .is also seen to grow dramatically as the R value is in

creased. Also, the forward extent of the singular points is seen to be

increased as the R value is increased for the range 0.6 R s 1.8. The

discontinuous jump in the aft region pattern of the singular points

at R = 1.4 suggests an instability caused by the inadequacy of the

pattern to deliver sufficient entrainment fluid into the jet. It is

considered to be especially significant that the spiral nodes: N5,

disappear at this same R value; this suggests that the fluid is directly

ingested into thejet at the aft face rather than being delivered to the

jet through the intermediate conduit of the spiral structure: N5. The
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decreasing importance (for R ~ 1.4) of N7 as a mechanism to deliver

surface fluid to the underside of the jet, is suggested by the decreasing

capture area of N7 as revealed by the contracting distance between

and The spiral nodes: N7, continue to decrease in importance until

R’3.ll where it is bbserved that they no longer exist as elements in the

flow field. The increased importance of the direct entrainment at the

aft side of the jet is also suggested by the appearance of the stag

nation node at N5 and the more efficient: entrainment.flow.delivery_

pattern, which involves the lateral displacement of the two saddles.

The surface streaking patterns reflect the long time average effects

in the flow. It is useful to contrast these observations with the infor

mation from the dye streak lines, especially those from the eaton pictUres.

The dye patterns for the extremes of the range investigated are quite

stable. This stability is suggested by the photographs of Figure 30. It

was observed, for example, that the N inputs were stable for 0.6 <ft s 1.2

whereas they showed large up—and—downstream oscillations for ft 2.1. The

capture of the F dye, at the location x/D = 0:25 for ft ≥ 2.4, is a very

stable feature of the surface flow pattern. Similarly, the tine mean

surface stress pattern suggests that: the wake region is not enclosed from

the forward stagnation point until ft is incrased to approximately 1.4.

Conversely, the dye streaks for FB 0.9, N 0.9, F8 1.2 and H 1.2 suggest that

a portion of the flow marked by dye from these taps will be captured by

the spiral nodes: N7.

1~ distinctive feature of the surface stress pattern is revealed by

the surface streaking photographs; it is incorporated in the schematic

drawings of Figures 32, 33 and 34. Specifically, the stress lines

emenating from ~l are seen to have inward directed flow lines for Izi
values smaller than their position. It is interred that the inward lines
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represent fluid arriving at the surface from above...eg., the “B” fluid

trajectory which was discussed above. It is also observed that this

effect is most pronounced for the smaller ft values: R s 1.2, where the

entrainment path involves passage through the N7 and N~ nodes.

Aft Region. The reqion behind the jet column exhibits a rich blend of phenomena

as the R value is increased through the range of interest (0.6 cR 3.17).

The behavior in this region is best revealed by the dye which is intro

duced at the ‘d’ tap. These photographs are presented in Figures 21 and

22.

• The “d” fluid, i.e., the boundary layer fluid which approaches the

center of the jet column, enters the aft region by following a path

over the stress lines emenating from and passing by the side of the

• jet at a small elevation. Its distribution in the aft region is a

strong function of the velocity ratio. For sufficiently small ft values

(R ≤ 1.2), some of the d fluid appears to continue downstream at plate

level whereas some is entrained into the underside of the jet. It is

inferred that the latter entrainment is strongly influenced by the

spiral nodes: N7.

For sufficiently large ft. it is clear that the ‘d” fluid in the

aft region is strongly constrained in the downstream direction and follows

a path toward, and upward along, the aft side of the jet. The dye path

so observed is in agreement with the L.0.V. observations of McLaughlin

[1972) and Binion [1971). Significantly, the photographs reveal that

the displacement of the “d” fluid along this trajectory is executed so

quickly that its original boundary layer vorticity is preserved in sign

and amplified in magnitude. Hence, there appears at the trailing edge

of the jet column, a pair of streaTewise vortex motions which are: (i) ro
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INTERPRETATIOI4 OF TH~ suqrAcS PRESSURE bISTRIBUTIQh

The literature review, presented In an earlier section. has Identi

fied the interesting phenomenon that the isobar pattern expands for

increasing R values in the range: R s 1, whereas the isobar contouts

collapse toward the exit hole for R 1. It is now possible to inter

pret this phenomenon.

The small R values (R ≤ 0.5) are characterized by the condition

that the approach flow must pass over the top of the jet and the increasing

stiffness of the jet is plausibly related to the forward advance of the

isobar pattern. For R 0.6, the approach flow, near the surface, follows

around the jet column and, as suggested by the location of the forward

singular points, this upstream influence is progressively extended until

R 1.5 — 1.8. The stable location of these singular points, is not,

however, associated with a stable c~ distributon; the ~ contours collapse

toward the hole for larger R values. It is inferred that this effect is

associated with: i) the ‘entrainment hunger” at. the aft side of the jet and

ii) the mechanistic effect of delivering a substantial volume of fluid

to the aft region by’the creation of a strong downward.aftward flow

• pattern at the foward face of the jet column. This flow pattern is

established by the favorable pressure gradient associated with the low

• pressure values at the side of the jet. It should be noted that Fern

and Weston [1975] speak of the entrainment effect but do not identify it

as being a feature of the aft region of the flow field. Fern and Weston

also speculate that the pressure minimum, which is seen to shift forward

along a circular path (r z d/2) for increasing R values. may be related

to the low pressure at the base of the bound vortex. The present results

suggest that the location of the bound vortex is quite stable for R 1.5.

z

I
ft

• -44-

tating in a sense opposite to that of the bound ,wtar, aha (t14 ‘~stled”

in the concave region of the kidney shape i,tici~ is p.v-i~~ he the bound

vortex structure, Significantly, this pattern is ste tr’ ~r~~ich

(the present Figure 6) without a supporting ~anaticf. Ihe additional

feature of Figure 6: the trailing vortex s~ticns, a—~ s= tte ~,p

vortical structures which terminate in the spiral ~es:

These ‘limiting condition’ effects for the ia~e ~ < R < 3.17)

are in very good agreement with the behavior~ the sarface stress

patterns. The significant shift in the s’srface st~s jahhar~ az 1.4 is

F reflected in the dye patterns albeit the latas- & ~t shc~w a sharply dif
ferentiated behavior. That is, fr~ the %~ ehattczsha~ it is plausible

that R ‘1.4 is the transition R value at icbtte~~-mi~ation

of the dye at the plate surface is ~s~tfl~ aet the set rentn fluid

leaves the neighborhood of the p~ate altec a t-2 she*z~t~y.
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Hence, it IS inferred that the low pressure at the surface is mechanistically

related to the entrainment demand at the aft face rather than the termination

point of the bound vort~x.

A quite interesting feature of the surface pressure field is revealed

by the comparison of the Bradbury and Wood [1965) and the Fern and Weston

[19)5) isobar’results as presented in the latter reference. Specifically,

although the forward isobar distributions are rather similar, the aft

region shows pronounced differences in the isobar patterns. The two

studies are distinguished by their strongly different e(x —L01d) values.

The Bradbury and Wood value is relatively large (0.15) whereas the Fern

and Weston value is “small” (Sd/d 0,07 at the x location of the hole).

Since the low pressure is inferred to be the mechanism by which the

entrained fluid is attracted to the aft edge of the jet, and since the

non-dimensional streamwise momentum of the entrained fluid for the

Bradbury and Wood flow is reduced with respect to that of the Fern and Weston

study, the pressure need not be as low to attract the required volume

flow rate. This observation is considered to strongly support•the

inferred mechanistic reason for the low pressures and the collapse of

the isobar contours for the increasing R values.
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CONCLUS!OtIS

flow visualization ob~ervations of discrete dye trajectories (from

a water flow) and surface streaking patterns (from an airflow) have been

combined with appropriate theoretical considerations to identify the

presence of and to provide plausible explanations for the salient

features of the jet in a cross—flow problem. The study was concerned

with the interaction region. i.e., the region in which the two streams

merge into a single jet. The relatively thin regions of sheared fluid

which approach the interaction region allow the present results to be

presented in terms of the single governing parameter: the velocity -

ratio B ( V3fU); the B value range of: 0.1 < B < 3.17. was examined.

A’priori considerations reveal that qualitatively different be

havior can be expected for small and large B values; these two condi

tions are characterized by the location of the “net saddle point’, Sur

face topology considerations, Hunt, et. al, [1978], are used to show that

the number of saddles* exceeds, by one, -the number of nodes. For

“small’ B values, the net saddle is forward; for “large B” values, the

net saddle is aft of the hole. The transition B value is approximately

0.5. The independent and earlier observations that: “the maximum film

cooling effectiveness occurs at R = 0.5”, and the plausible relationship

between this integral value and the surface pattern provides strong

confirmation of the universality of the transition B value.

•A saddle point is a singular point at which the surface shear stress is
zero (t~ = 0) as a result of the orthoganol intersection of two, oppositely
directed, surface stress lines. A nodal point is a singular point which
represents the intersection of an infinite number of surface stress lines.
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The discontinuous change in the pattern of the surface singular

pointst at the transition R value Is followed by several other discon

tinuous pattern changes as the R values are increased through

the range of interest, The most significant change is observed for

R 1.4 and appears to be simultaneously registered in widaly separated

parts of the flow field.

Numerous specific features of the small and the lame R flow fields

are presented; these include, where possible, interpretation of prior

experimental observations.
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Figure 2: Contours of Constant Velocity (a. unheated jet) and constant temperature (b,c. heated jet)
R = 4. From Kanotani and Greber C)9713
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Figure 7b: Schematic representation of the
air supply system
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Figure 18. Schematic representation of the flow field, R = 0.3.

Notes: Surface stress lines and the A,B,C trajectories were traced from the appropriate photographs.

and ~ streamlines are inferred; the photographic records suggest that the approach flow,
witgin z + 0/2, predominantly passes over the top of the jet fluid.

Strong, three-dimensional mixing in the aft region is not shown.

..~‘n.,n,.... schematic representation of observed shear layer instability.
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Figure 31a.) Wan Shear stress pattern, R 0.3
Notes: Surface stress lines traced from photographic record of kerosene and larnpblack mixture.

Node and sadd’e points conform to the topological constraint: EN’-ES —l Scale of
drawing, including node and saddle point positions, is provided by the jet diameter.
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Figure 3m) WaN shear stress pattern, R 0.9
(See note, Fig. 31a)
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Figures 31d) Wall shear stress pattern, R = 3,0
(See note, Fig. 31a).
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Figure 12. Schematic representation of the flow field, R = 0.9.

General Notes: _.cn_..... schematic representation of the observed shear layer instability

schematic representation of the vorticity vector.

Surface stress and A,B,C,d fluid trajectory lines have been traced from the appropriate
photographs.. ,their positions are shown to proper scale with respect to the jet
hole diameter.

The “shroud” of fluid, which covers the flanks of the wake region and which is marked 5)
the sheared fluid from the A and C inputs, is not shown.

The forward stagnation nodei (tl,,N,), as shown in figure 33, exIst for the largeR
condition, they are only sliowh explicitly ~n that figure. I
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Figure 33. SchematIc representation of the flow field, R = 1.5.

Notes; See Figure 32 for “General Notes”. . C
The a a a , a streamlines and the cross hatched section of the jet represeni
conje~tui4l ectiji&tes of the flow behavior, The former are to show the presence
of a sharp division between jet and cross stream fluid and the formation of the
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Schematic representation of the flow field, R 3.0.

See Figure 32 for “General Notes” and Fig. 33 for Identification a

~ B1); ~“2’ 62).
Streamline Cl represents flow over the top of the Jet fluid.
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Figure 34.

Notes:
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Figure 36 The vertical position of the “break”
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